When the Soviet Union collapsed, proponents of the new neo liberal economic order were quick to consign Marx's ideas to the dustbin of history. This judgement has proved altogether too hasty and recent years have seen a major revaluation of his analysis and its applicability to contemporary conditions. This paper identifies three strands in Marx's political economy of capitalism that remain central to a critical interrogation of the present situation: his analysis of commodity fetishism, his insistence that capitalist expansion is driven by an unstoppable drive to globalise its organising logics and principles; and his recognition that this impetus generates contradictions that provide the basis for opposition and resistance. Building on these insights this paper sets out to accomplish two tasks. Firstly, to show how successive developments in popular media and consumption have successively consolidated and thickened the commodity culture that underpins the new empire of capitalism. Secondly, to identify the new contradictions set in motion by the system's increasing dependence on communications networks with global reach. many others. His current work is on advertising and on the social impact of new communications technologies.
Revista da Associação Nacional dos Programas de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação only now be emerging in his true significance [and] could yet become the most influential thinker of the twenty first century' (Wheen 2006: 121) I want to support this claim and argue that a properly critical analysis of the cultural landscape of present-day capitalism must begin by engaging with three central themes in Marx's writing -commodification, contradiction., and globalisation. This is not to argue that Marx provides definitive answers to present problems in cultural research. To look for certainties is to ignore the unfinished and provisional nature of his work and to disregard his own favourite motto, De omnibus dubitandum -'You must have doubts about everything'. Rather he offers us essential starting points and resources that we can mobilise and build on.
The Commodification of Almost Everything
At first sight it seems odd that Marx should choose to begin the opening chapter of his magnum opus, Capital, with a chapter on commodities since, as he notes, "a commodity appears…a very trivial thing, and easily understood" (Marx 1946: 41) But, for him appearances are deeply deceptive. Concealed within the commodity are the essential clues to the way capitalism operates as both a mode of social organisation and an ideological formation. The true history of commodities and the source of their value Marx argued "does not stalk about with a label describing what it is". It is written in a "social hieroglyphic" that requires decoding. Attempting "to decipher the hieroglyphic, to get behind the secret of our own social products" is therefore a central task for critical analysis (Marx 1946: 45) .
In The Poverty of Philosophy, an early draft of his core ideas, written in 1847, Marx identifies commodification as the central driving force propelling capitalism's expansion.
Future profits he argued, require every available resource to be converted into a good or service that can be sold for a price in the marketplace. The decisive break with the feudal past is marked by the arrival of "a time …when the very things which till then had been communicated, but never exchanged; given but, never sold; acquired, but never boughtvirtue, love, conviction, knowledge, conscience, etc-finally passed into commerce…when everything, moral or physical. ...is brought to the market" (Marx 1976: 113) . The main www.compos.com.br/e-compos Dezembro de 2006 -4/23 Revista da Associação Nacional dos Programas de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação capacity 'brought to the market' was for Marx, labour power, and it was this process, and its consequences, that lay at the heart of his mature analysis.
Following previous political economists (including Adam Smith and Ricardo) he argues that the value of a commodity reflects the amount of labour that has gone into producing it. As workers move from the modes of self sufficiency and barter supported by rural economies to industrial production they become commodities themselves. They are forced to sell their labour power for a wage that will allow them to purchase the food, clothing and other goods they need to keep themselves fit for employment and able to nurture next generation of workers. For Marx, these 'socially necessary' costs of labour are met by the value produced in only part of the working day. The rest of the time generates additional or 'surplus' value that employers can appropriate as profit. This structure of exploitation is the dirty secret buried within every commodity. Beneath the appearance of equal exchange and honest dealing in the marketplace -a fair day's wage for a fair day's work, a useful product for a reasonable price -lies the near slavery of the sweatshop and relentless regimentation of the factory clock and machine production. The promise of utility, convenience and pleasure held out by the goods displayed in shops concealed the hard realties of the everyday struggle for subsistence.
The Contradictions of Capitalist Expansion
This structure was not as solid as it seemed however since for Marx the very processes that ensured ever rising rates of productivity generated contradictions that chipped away at their foundations. Firstly, the more efficient production became the more likely it was that a crisis of over production would occur with goods piling up unsold, setting in motion a highly unstable cycle of boom and bust Secondly, bringing workers together in large industrial plants and housing them in densely packed neighbourhoods capital created social spaces in which they could recognise their shared conditions and organise to change them. Borrowing from his favourite novel, Mary Shelley's Frankenstein, he argued that just as Baron von Frankenstein's desire to manufacture a perfect life form produced a monster who tuned on his creator so capitalism's dedicated quest to maximise profits produced the conditions for its destruction. The appearance of uninterrupted www.compos.com.br/e-compos Dezembro de 2006 -5/23 Revista da Associação Nacional dos Programas de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação progress was deceptive. The more areas of social and imaginative life capitalism invaded the more it produced the conditions for the formation of workers' movements led by vanguard parties who could illuminate the situation and organise a disciplined revolutionary response.
Marx however miscalculated the extent to which the expansion of capitalism would be accompanied by an expanded state apparatus prepared to intervene to head off economic crisis and social unrest by intervening in market dynamics through regulatory regimes and public investments. After prolonged struggles workers' movements won significant concessions on minimum wages, working hours, health and safety at work, holiday entitlements, pensions, and employment protection. At the same time, states in advanced capitalist countries embarked on substantial programmes of public investment in education, health, housing, and work creation. By compensating for market failures in guaranteeing minimal standards and universal entitlements these interventions held out the promise of tangible improvements to working people. States also made decisive contributions to capitalism's stability through their sustained investment in military capacity. Marx did not foresee how crucial public spending welfare and warfare would be for the growth of advanced capitalism. Nor did he anticipate the continuing centrality of nationalist ideologies in cementing a sense of shared fate. He never fully recognises the importance of populist appeals to patriotism and the imagined community of the nation in weakening class consciousness. He was however absolutely correct in seeing the fetishism of commodities as central to capitalism's success in covering its own tracks
Deceptive Surfaces: Commodity Culture
In religious belief systems a fetish is any object or image believed to have magical or supernatural powers. As a Jewish boy who had grown up in Trier, a mainly Catholic city that had only been reincorporated into a Protestant Prussian state three years before he was born, he was well aware of the power often attributed to religious relics, statues and images. For him, commodities operated in the same way. Once on display, they took on a life of their own and were invested with the power to change lives. The early professional advertisers, who were developing their key sales techniques just as Capital was finally www.compos.com.br/e-compos Dezembro de 2006 -6/23 Revista da Associação Nacional dos Programas de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação published, recognised the potency of appeals to transformation immediately. Borrowing from Christian evangelical movements they promoted the healing touch of commodities, promising that consumers could be born again and enjoy a life of comfort, peace and satisfaction. Dirt would be banished by proprietary cleaning fluids, bodily ailments addressed by patent medicines, and domestic drudgery abolished by labour saving machines "All that was required was one single choice" (Loeb 1994: 184) . This appeal to consumerism -the belief that consumption is the primary space of freedom and self expression -proved enormously effective as an ideological system for three reasons. Revista da Associação Nacional dos Programas de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação spectacular effect at the Great Exhibition of 1851, held first in London's Hyde Park and later at the Crystal Palace in a southern suburb. The architects used the new technologies of steel and glass to construct the first wholly modern cathedral of capitalism and the organisers packed it with contemporary inventions and commodities of all kinds. It was "a display of …perverted ingenuity on an unprecedented scale" in which useful objects jostled for attention with commodities of dubious value, like the corset that 'opened instantaneously in case of emergencies', but the overall message was clear; "the world was full of wonderful objects that you couldn't live without" (Stevenson 2006: 21) made possible by the inventiveness of scientists and engineers and the entrepreneurial spirit of the new capitalists.
Thirdly, it was no accident that the new world of goods displayed at the Great Exhibition should be housed in a building that became a major destination for day trippers and tourists. There was a powerful connection between the new consumption and the new leisure. The department stores that "emerged slowly and unevenly between 1850 and 1890" (Benson 1986 : 13) offered their patrons entertainments as well as opportunities to shop and were part of a cityscape increasingly filled with restaurants, theatres, dance halls, music venues and exhibits adapted to a variety of tastes and incomes. These new opportunities for enjoyment and relaxation lay at the heart of the pragmatic bargain struck between capital and labour. Industrialised work might by dirty, dangerous, monotonous and alienating but the wages earned provided the chance to exercise individual choices and personal expression during 'free' time. .In this conception the pleasures of consumption and leisure appeared as rewards for the rigours of labour. From a relatively early point in its development however, the modern consumer system involved new forms of labour.
Leisure as Labour
In 1916, the American entrepreneur, Clarence Saunders, opened his Piggly Wiggly, store in Memphis Tennesse, reputedly named after the children's nursery rhyme, 'This Little Piggy Went to Market'. It was the world's first self service store, and the blueprint for the modern supermarket. Department stores were staffed by sales assistants who advised shoppers on the qualities of the various goods on offer .Often they also provided a free www.compos.com.br/e-compos Dezembro de 2006 -8/23 Revista da Associação Nacional dos Programas de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação home delivery service. Customers entering the Piggly Wiggly passed through a turnstile ,walked around aisles piled high with branded goods, took their purchases to a check out till ,carried them away on foot, by urban transport systems or, increasing , by car, and once home stored them in refrigerators. It was a system designed to transfer the labour involved in comparing rival goods, transporting them and storing them, from producers to consumers. The promised convenience of this new style of shopping came with substantial social and economic costs. It is this notion of leisure as labour that Dallas Smythe developed so productively in his 'Blindspot' article.
In his analysis of the "audience commodity" Smythe argues that what television advertisers are buying from commercial broadcasters is viewers' attention and receptiveness to the ads. Far from the ads interrupting the programmes, the programmes serve as a prelude and accompaniment to the ads. Like the "potato chips and peanuts given to customers of the pub bar, or cocktail lounge," they offer a "free lunch" designed to keep people relaxed and receptive (Smythe, 1981: 37-8) . For Smythe, the pleasures of looking and the exercise of "audience power" (Smythe 1981: 26) are mobilised primarily to oil the wheels of people's never-ending labour of "marketing consumer goods and services to themselves" (Smythe 1981: 34) . Domestic space becomes an extension of the factory assembly line, subject to the industrialised regimes of time and motion written into broadcasting schedules. This novel application of Marx's analysis of labour was taken a step further by two other North American writers, Sut Jhally and Bill Livant, who argued that in the same way that profits in production come from "surplus labour", so profits in the commercial broadcasting system come from the "surplus watching time" undertaken after the viewing time required to cover costs has been completed (Jhally and Livant 1986: 127) . In their hypothetical example, audiences only have to watch four of the twelve ads in a half-hour show to meet its costs. Their attention to the remaining eight is pure profit. This analysis was presented by Smythe and his supporters, not simply as a useful extension to critical political economy's analysis of commercial broadcasting but as a necessary change of direction since in their view "mass media are not characterised primarily by what they put into audiences (messages) but by what they take out (value)" (Jhally and Livant 1986: 143) . By posing the issue in this way, they reinforce the formidable www.compos.com.br/e-compos Dezembro de 2006 -9/23 Revista da Associação Nacional dos Programas de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação perimeter fence that divides critical political economy from cultural analysis. I have never accepted this bifurcation. Since all forms of mediated communication are always, simultaneously, symbolic formations and economic systems, critical analysis has to be a matter of both/and not either/or.
Consequently, if we are to engage with the contemporary applications of the full range of Marx's commentary on commodities it is necessary to grapple with questions of ideology, which is where Western Marxism still has much to offer.
Accounting for Reversal
The generalisation and Americanisation of consumer culture was not the only In the aftermath of World War I unrest and insurrection had swept across Europe.
After the dust had settled the only enduring shift in power had occurred in Russia which many commentators of the time saw as the least promising site for an overthrow of the old order. Not only were socialist and communist movements turned back everywhere else, but within a few years Fascist governments had come to power in Germany and Italy. Not surprisingly, accounting for this spectacular reversal became a major preoccupation among Marxist theorists living to the west of the borders established by the new Soviet Union.
The search for explanations launched by these 'Western Marxists', led by the 'Frankfurt School' and Antonio Gramsci, spread out in a number of directions, but the analysis of www.compos.com.br/e-compos Dezembro de 2006 -10/23 Revista da Associação Nacional dos Programas de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação ideology and popular compliance increasingly assumed a key role. Re-reading Marx's on commodities and commodifiction was and remains central to this effort.
Looking, Hoping, Possessing: Landscapes of Desire
As young man of twenty four Marx had ridiculed a German author who claimed that the veneration of religious fetishes raises man above his sensuous desires and saves him from being a mere animal. Far from transcending sensuous desire "Marx riposted fetishism is the religion of sensuous desire: 'Fantasy arsing from desire deceives the fetishworshipper into believing that an inanimate object will give up its natural character in order to comply with his desires'" (Wheen 2006: 43) . He never returned to this argument in his later work however .In Capital he remarks in passing that human wants may "spring …from fancy" (Marx 1946 : 1) but it was left to Western Marxists, strongly influenced by Freud to explore the cultural construction of demand and desire. For Walter Benjamin the fetishism of commodities had a strong sensuous and erotic dimension .It was a process of redirecting "desire and passion towards lifeless manufactured products…. [through which] the commodity is transformed into an object of sexual desire, and to consume is to consummate this desire" (Gilloch 1996: 120) . In this conception, moving through the world of commodities was no longer simply a secular form of religious devotion, it was a series of intimate encounters with objects charged with some of the same erotic intensity that devotees of sexual fetishes might derive from rubber clothing or high-heeled shoes. however, this attitude shifted and 'wealth became a signifier for "goodness" [and] possessions the visible proof of one's success and respectability' (Wulf, 2006:10) . Among the affluent middle classes the preoccupation with maintaining living standards gave way to the search for a life style that would express one's moral character. Manufacturers were only too happy to support this quest to demonstrate individual worth through consumer choices and interior decoration. 'One company offered 7,000 varieties of bedsteads, while another furniture maker stocked 300 different side-boards, which ranged from gothic to Moorish styles' (Wulf, op cit) .
This new emphasis on display was further extended in the early years of the twentieth century as department stores spread to provincial towns and the new medium of cinema became a fixture on every high street.
The new stores took full advantage of innovations in glass and lighting technologies to fill the large windows that fronted onto the street with theatrically lit displays in which commodities featured as the central characters in a variety of scenes. The cinema extended this dramatisation of goods in action. By 1920, Will Hays, the man appointed to censor the erotic excesses of Hollywood, was in no doubt that film offered a potent advertisement for American capitalism and the American way of life carrying "to every American at home, and to millions of potential purchasers abroad, the visual, vivid perception of American manufactured products" (Eckert 1978: 5 Going to the cinema, visiting a department store, of simply going into town to 'window shop', all required effort and planning however. They were events, time taken out of mundane routines. In contrast commercial broadcasting was part of the flow of everyday household life. It domesticated consumer culture, moving it from public to private space. As Frank Arnold, an early American enthusiast of commercial radio, noted in 1931, "for the first time in the history of mankind" it is possible to enter "the homes of the nation through doors and windows, no matter how tightly barred," and to deliver "the message of advertising [into] the midst of the family circle, in moments of relaxation"
(quoted in Smulyan, 1994:87) . Commercial television extended this selling proposition by adding visuality to the intimacy of radio. Despite the regulators best intentions, the new medium's promotional impetus could not be confined to the designated advertising breaks.
It spilled out across the entire schedule. Whatever the type of programme "the effect was a visual, visceral dazzle, an absorbing sense of pleasure in the act of perusal…Things to look at. New things. The latest things" (Marling, 1994:5) . The screen became a "shop window, the box a warehouse" and "every prop" was "purchasable" (Conrad, 1982: 122) . Viewers were constructed as consumers twice over, as audiences for the endless parade of goods and styles on display in the programmes and as potential purchasers of the commodities promoted in the advertisements.
In It was reproduced in domestic space by a commercial television environment irreversibly altered by the introduction of multiple cable channels and the advent of 24 hour programming. In the United Sates the major networks, who had dominated television since its introduction, saw their share of the audience steadily decline. In Europe cable and satellite channels broke the monopoly hold of the public service broadcasters in country after country. The result was a commodity culture more fully integrated than ever. Mega malls provided multiple entertainments as well as shopping opportunities. Cable television packages offered home shopping channels alongside film, sports, and entertainment www.compos.com.br/e-compos Dezembro de 2006 -16/23 Revista da Associação Nacional dos Programas de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação services. Television programming escaped from domestic space and was projected onto giant screens in public spaces or relayed into bars and restaurants. At the same time, increasing reliance on corporate sponsorship and product placement multiplied the paidfor opportunities to integrate commodities into programming.
This sense of being immersed in a borderless landscape of consumption has been intensified by the rise of the Internet and the increasing use of web sites for product promotion. Digital media accelerate the convergence of spectacle and selling. They also intensify the personalisation of consumer experience. Individuals jump between hyperlinks in eccentric patterns and are hailed on the screens of their computers and mobile phones by ads that seem to be talking directly to them.
It is this new totalising culture of consumption that is now rapidly gaining ground across the globe. As Leslie Sklair has argued, 'Global capitalism thrives by persuading us that the meaning and value of our lives are to be found principally in what we possess, that we can never be totally satisfied with our possessions (the imperative of ever-changing fashion and style), and that the goods and services we consume are best provided by the free market" (Sklair 2002: 6) . It is only in the last twenty years however, with the collapse of the Soviet Union and the shift from state economic management to market oriented policies in India and China, that this vision has been implemented across all the world's major economic zones.
The New Empire of Capital
In a wonderfully prescient passage in the Communist Manifesto Marx and Engels argue that the logic of capitalism impels it towards global reach. Driven by the constant need to expand markets they argued, it must chase "over the whole surface of the globe"
and "nestle everywhere, settle everywhere, establish connections everywhere" breaking down the barriers thrown up by "local and national seclusion and self-sufficiency" wherever they were encountered (Marx and Engels 1968: 38-39) . They saw two possible cultural consequences of this process. Their optimistic reading imagined a new cosmopolitan world culture as increasing contact and "intercourse in every direction" generated a new "universal inter-dependence " and converted "the intellectual creations of www.compos.com.br/e-compos Dezembro de 2006 -17/23 Revista da Associação Nacional dos Programas de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação individual nations" into 'common property". But they also saw very clearly that the possibilities for creative exchange were subordinated to the logic of domination though which capitalism "compels all nations, on pain of extinction, …to introduce what it calls civilisation into their midst" and to refashion themselves "after its own image" (op cit: 39).
Throughout the twentieth century this process was spearheaded by a vision of consumer culture manufactured in the United States.
In 1898 the American financial journalist and presidential advisor, Charles Conant, argued in a hugely influential article that solving the problem of over production in the American economy required a strong commitment to a policy of 'economic imperialism' in which the US would reach "out for command of new markets" in Asia and Africa and compete with the European powers to "raise the underdeveloped portions [of the world]
as far as may be to the level of comfort… and civilization of the more advanced portions" (Conant 1899: 608) . The 'soft power' exercised by consumer culture's 'ability to entice and attract' played a pivotal role in this battle to globalise the American Way (Nye 2002: 8) As the New York journalist, Charles Merz, argued in 1926 , the global ascendancy of Hollywood was a far more effective weapon in the global contest for competitive advantage than territorial annexation:
Trade no longer follows the flag. It follows the film…The moving picture has achieved, unwittingly, what different Powers in different times have built navies, levied taxes, intrigued, coerced, and slaughtered in order to achieve. …Automobiles manufactured here are ordered abroad after screen shadows have been observed to ride in them; China wants sewing machines; rich Peruvians but pianoplayers; order come from Japanese who have admired mission armchairs in the films (Merz 1926:159-165) .
At the same time, the decolonisation movements that were gathering momentum across the territorial empires of the old European powers were presenting themselves as For most of the second half of the Twentieth century this impetus was interrupted by the uncoupling of the world's three largest economic arenas -China, India and the Soviet Union -from the global capitalist system. In the last twenty years however the world wide enthusiasm for market solutions has now finally confirmed Marx and Engels' vision.
A new global empire of capital based not on territorial conquest but on the ascendancy of marketised culture has emerged.
The world wide celebration of markets and consumption has been fuelled by an increasing disillusion with state ownership and central planning. Undermined by corruption, inefficiency, and unresponsiveness to popular demand, public initiatives came to be seen as barriers rather than agents of 'progress', a perception reinforced by the collapse of the Soviet Union. Some governments have embraced market driven alternatives with enthusiasm and zeal, others have been forced to implement 'structural reajustments'
as a condition of loans from international banks or agencies or membership of the World Trade Organisation. As a result, there is now no major economic zone that is not incorporated into the world capitalist system and subject to its ruling ideology of consumerism. have become urban India's homage to "progress", communicating a great sense of reassurance that if the mall is large enough and has enough brands, all is well with the world" (Rao 2005) . Identifying the future with increasing opportunities for consumption and life style choice has steadily undermined the collective vision of nation building that drove post independence 'development'. Personal satisfactions now take priority over public investments and communal facilities.
As with the first wave of capitalist expansion however, this latest phase is simultaneously generating new contradictions and providing new means to mobilise opposition.
Networked Contradictions
The globalisation of capitalism has been highly uneven in both its development and impacts.
Firstly, there has been a rapidly growing divide between the winners and losers in this process. These inequalities have created a proliferating global population of the exploited, dispossessed and humiliated In common with many Victorian social commentators, Marx drew a sharp distinction between the labouring poor and the floating population of 'lumpen proletariat' moving from job to job .The former were the raw material for revolution, the latter a problem to be controlled. Under current conditions, this distinction no longer holds. In response to the globalisation of exploitation and destitution we see the globalisation of potential responses.
One reaction has been the resurgence of religious and national fundamentalisms reasserting the purity and uniqueness of communities of belief and territory. But a second alternative is also in the process of formation, based on a philosophy of cosmopolitan citizenship and demanding the implementation of social justice on a global scale .Ironically, it is commodity culture that has provided one of the most effective arenas for mass mobilisation behind this project. The consumer boycotts of goods made by child labour or involving environmental despoilation, the rising demand for more effective recycling of discarded goods and packaging, and the growing support for Fair Trade produce, are indicators of a shift in sensibilities in capitalism's affluent centres. But the real struggle is yet to come. The challenge of global warming will require not simply more ecologically informed modes of consumption but a substantial scaling down. The struggle for popular consent to this readjustment will centre on the new global networks of communication.
Capitalism has always relied on advanced communications systems to track, collate, and co-ordinate the dispersed production and consumption activities it sets in motion. In the first phase of expansion these tasks were accomplished by the technologies of the telegraph, and later the telephone and the punched card machine. Now they depend on the convergence of computing, telecommunications and cultural production made possible by the conversion of all form of expression -text, data, voice, recorded sound, still and moving images -into the single universal language of 0's and 1's. This process of digitalisation has created networks of unparalleled reach and capacity. Struggles over how much of this capacity will be open to the public, how public networks will be organised, who will have access to them, how, and for what purposes, will be major points of conflict in the coming decades.
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The stakes in this struggle are already clear from the skirmishes now taking place over the Internet. There are two very different models of networking currently in play. On the one side we see an explosion of peer-to-peer exchange based on horizontal networks in which every participant is a potential producer of original content as well as a consumer of material produced elsewhere. These exchanges are underpinned by an ethos of reciprocity in which contributors post their material to be freely used in the expectation that others will offer their contributions in turn. This principle has already generated a series of major interventions The Open Source Movement has constructed a range of collaborative written and freely available software (most notably, the Linux operating system) that is more robust and reliable than the proprietary alternatives offered by Microsoft and other commercial producers. The Wiki movement has produced Wikipedia, the world's most comprehensive encyclopedia compiled entirely by volunteers. The best of the on line commentaries and diaries, blogs, written by experts, journalists and members of the public, have become essential supplements to professionally crafted news and commentary. By revealing aspects of events hidden from or missed by professional news photographers and film crews the digital photographs and video footage taken by amateurs, and posted on file-sharing sites, offer a more complete first draft of history. Bulletin boards allow voices excluded from the mainstream media to find an audience.
On the other side however, we see corporate interests devoting a great deal of energy to commandeering public networks in the service of promotion and profit. Users are tracked every time they click on a hyperlink and their progress across the Net logged and collated to provide detailed consumer profiles that can be used to personalise promotional appeals more effectively. The imaginary social spaces created by the participants in multi user on-line games become sites for the construction of virtual stores by real off-line retail chains. Contributors to film and music sites run by fans and enthusiasts are enlisted as viral marketers, promoting a new release by word of mouth. As we noted earlier, Marx saw the logic of capitalism continually bringing to the market "things which till then had been communicated, but never exchanged; given but never sold" (Marx 1976:113) . The commercial annexation of the Net is a perfect instance of this process in action.
